Item No. 27
STAFF SUMMARY FOR OCTOBER 11-12, 2017

27.

MARINE PETITION FOR REGULATION CHANGE

Today’s Item

Information ☐

Action ☒

This is a standing agenda item for FGC to act on regulation petitions from the public that are
marine in nature. For this meeting:
(A) Action on petitions for regulation change received at the Aug 2017 meeting.
(B) Update on pending regulation petitions referred to staff or DFW for review.
Summary of Previous/Future Actions
(A)



Receipt of new petitions
Today’s action on petitions

Aug 16, 2017; Sacramento
Oct 11-12, 2017; Atascadero



Today’s update

Oct 11-12, 2017; Atascadero

(B)

Background
As of Oct 1, 2015, any request for FGC to adopt, amend, or repeal a regulation must be
submitted on form FGC 1, “Petition to the California Fish and Game Commission for Regulation
Change” (Section 662, Title 14). Petitions received at the previous meeting are scheduled for
consideration at the next business meeting, unless the petition is rejected under 10-day staff
review as prescribed in subsection 662(b).
Petitions scheduled for consideration today under (A) were received at the Aug 2017 meeting
in one of three ways: (1) submitted by the comment deadline and published as tables in the
meeting binder, (2) submitted by the late comment deadline and delivered at the meeting, or
(3) received during public forum. One item was scheduled for action in Aug 2017, but was
deferred to this meeting for action. Petitions considered under (B) were scheduled for action at
a previous meeting and were referred by FGC to DFW or FGC staff for further review prior to
action.
(A) Petitions for regulation change. Exhibit A1 summarizes the regulation petitions
scheduled for action today and provides staff recommendations for each. Two marine
regulation petitions from Aug 2017 are scheduled for FGC action at this meeting:
I. Petition #2017-004 (authorize commercial open access fishing for market squid
in northern California) (Exhibit A2), originally scheduled for action in Aug 2017;
action was deferred to this meeting at the petitioners’ request.
II. Petition #2017-006 (add European green crab to restricted species list) (Exhibit
A3).
(B) Pending regulation petitions. No updates on pending marine petitions referred to
FGC staff or DFW are scheduled for action at this meeting.
Significant Public Comments
1.

Several comments from northern California fishermen, processors, and elected
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officials were previously submitted in support of Petition #2017-004 to authorize local
squid access to support struggling north coast fishing communitites.
2.

Several comments from current squid limited entry permit holders and representatives
were previously submitted to express concerns about authorization of any open
access fishing opportunity or redirecting part of the current limited entry permit
program quota (see example in Exhibit A4).

3.

In Aug 2017, Humboldt Fishermen’s Marketing Association suggested that FGC vote
to table petition #2017-004 and direct staff and DFW to meet with proposal supporters
this fall to discuss the petition’s merits and obstacles (Exhibit A5).

Recommendation
(A) Adopt the staff recommendation for each regulation petition to (1) deny, (2) grant, or
(3) refer to committee, staff or DFW for further evaluation or information-gathering.
See Exhibit A1 for staff recommendations.
Exhibits
A1. FGC table of marine petitions for regulation change received through Aug 16, 2017,
for action in Oct 2017
A2. Petition #2017-004: Authorize commercial open access fishing for market squid in
northern California
A3. Petition #2017-006: Add European green crab to restricted species list
A4. Email from California Wetfish Producers Association, received Aug 2, 2017
A5. Email from Humboldt Fishermen’s Marketing Association, received Aug 15, 2017
Motion/Direction
(A) Moved by _______________ and seconded by _______________ that the
Commission adopts the staff recommendations for actions on the August 2017
petitions for regulation change.
OR
Moved by __________ and seconded by __________ that the Commission adopts the
staff recommendations for actions on the August 2017 petitions for regulation change,
except for petition number ____________ for which the action is ____________.
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CALIFORNIA FISH AND GAME COMMISSION
DECISION LIST FOR MARINE PETITIONS FOR REGULATION CHANGE RECEIVED THROUGH AUG 16, 2017
Revised 09-29-2017
FGC - California Fish and Game Commission DFW - California Department of Fish and Wildlife WRC - Wildlife Resources Committee MRC - Marine Resources Committee

Grant: FGC is willing to consider the petition through a process

Tracking

Date

No.

Received

2017-004

6/6/2017
Revised
6/8/2017

2017-006

8/8/2017

Deny: FGC is not willing to consider the petition

Accept
or

Name of Petitioner

Reject
A

A

Refer: FGC needs more information before deciding whether to grant or deny the petition

Subject of

Code or Title 14

Request

Section Number

Robert Juntz
Caito Fishing Inc., North Coast
Fisheries Inc., and Ocean Fresh LLC
Dan Yoakum (F/V Casey II I)
Bill Forkner (F/V Shirley )

Market squid

Joshua Russo
Watermen's Alliance

European green
crab

53.03, T14

671(c)(8), T14

Short Description

FGC Decision

Authorize a commercial open access fishing
opportunity for market squid in northern California
(north of Point Arena to the California/Oregon border)
under a seasonal quota of 950 tons and daily boat
limit of 5 tons.

Receipt: 6/21-22/2017
Action: 8/16/2017; deferred to 10/1112/2017 meeting per petitioners' request
-----------------------Action scheduled: 10/11-12/2017

Add Carcinus maenas (European green crab) to the
list of restricted species.

Receipt: 8/16/2017
Action scheduled: 10/11-12/2017

Staff Recommendation

-----------------------------------Deny; however, item to be considered through current
fishing communities project and future review of FGC's
policy on restricted access commercial fisheries.
Refer to DFW for evaluation.

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Attachments:

Diane Pleschner-Steele
Wednesday, August 02, 2017 10:00 AM
Eric Sklar; FGC
Termini, Valerie@FGC; Ashcraft, Susan@FGC; Shuman, Craig@Wildlife; Ugoretz,
John@Wildlife; Brady, Briana@Wildlife
Agenda Item 26 ~ Action on petitions for regulation change I. Petition #2017-004 to
authorize commercial access fishing opportunity for market squid in northern
California
CWPA_FGC Squid comments080217.pdf

Hi President Sklar et al,
Unfortunately I’m unable to attend the Fish and Game Commission meeting in person on Aug. 16; however I’ve
engaged in lengthy discussions with the proponents of the petition, DFW and Commission staff, and have
coordinated multiple meetings with the squid fishermen and markets to learn their views re: the petition
requesting open access squid fishing opportunity in the area north of Point Arena.
I would greatly appreciate it if you could include the attached letter in the Commission's pre-meeting briefing
materials for consideration by all the Commissioners. Mike Conroy will attend the meeting, and can address
any questions that might arise on behalf of CWPA, the squid fleet and wetfish industry.
Thank you very much for your consideration of our comments and recommendations.
Best regards,
d.

www.californiawetfish.org
diane@californiawetfish.org
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July 30, 2017
Mr. Eric Sklar, President
Members of the Fish and Game Commission
1416 Ninth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
RE: Agenda Item 26 ~ Action on petitions for regulation change
I. Petition #2017-004 to authorize commercial access fishing opportunity for market squid in northern California
Dear President Sklar and Commissioners,
As you’re aware, CWPA represents a majority of fishermen and processors who land and process coastal pelagic species in
California, including market squid. Unfortunately I am unable to attend the Commission meeting on September 16, so I
would greatly appreciate your consideration of the following comments on behalf of the squid / wetfish industry at large,
regarding Agenda Item 26, continuing discussion re: commercial access to the squid fishery in northern CA.
This issue has appeared on the Commission agenda periodically for several years in different iterations, but the gist has
always been to allow exclusive opportunity for N.CA. fishermen to harvest squid outside the limits of the current restricted
access policy. Over these years, CWPA, the wetfish industry and I personally have invested a lot of time, thought and
discussion, considering potential alternatives that could be accomplished within the current regulatory framework or with
surgical regulatory change that could apply across all fisheries, and without harming the existing wetfish industry, for
whom the squid fishery is an essential part – and now virtually the only part – of their livelihood.
Our discussions triggered a flood of questions: What about the restricted access policy itself and the precedent that
reversing it would set for all other fisheries? What about the rest of the State: why should northern CA. receive preferential
treatment? What socio-economic harm would befall the existing limited entry squid fleet — the fishermen and processors
who have invested millions of dollars to develop the fishery because restricted access policy limited overexploitation, and
the fishery is now fully utilized, in light of capacity limits set in the Market Squid Fishery Management Plan (FMP).
In reviewing the most recent petition for regulation change, I realized that, despite countless hours of discussion with the
proponents, they have not acknowledged nor addressed any of these concerns. Rather, I found misrepresentations in
the rationale, for example the statement that the Commission approved an FMP that “unknowingly…gave the squid
fishery to 55 fishers without taking into account the future needs and access of N.CA. fishing communities.”

The root of this petition, as with the earlier appeals, is to gain special access to a restricted-access fishery. The
Commission approved the squid FMP and its restricted access policy for valid reasons. At the beginning of the last
decadal squid “boom” in the late 1990s, the increasing value of squid on the international market drew heightened
interest from fishermen, many from out of state. The Department enacted a moratorium on new permits in 1999,
and initiated a multi-year, multi-million-dollar process to draft an FMP with the intent both to sustain the resource
and stabilize the fishery, including its long-term economic viability.

Mr. Eric Sklar, President
Fish & Game Commission
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Quoting from the Market Squid FMP:
Sec. 2.2 Restricted Access (Sec. 2-21)
Restricted access programs should: 1) contribute to sustainable fisheries management by providing a means to match
the level of effort in a fishery to the health of the fishery resource and by giving fishery participants a greater stake in
maintaining sustainability; 2) provide a mechanism for funding fishery management, research, monitoring, and law
enforcement activities; 3) provide long term social and economic benefits to the State and fishery participants; and 4)
broaden opportunities for the commercial fishing industry to share management responsibility with the Department.
More specifically, the Commission’s purposes for restricting access or entry to a fishery are described as: 1) promote
sustainable fisheries; 2) provide for an orderly fishery; 3) promote conservation among fishery participants; and 4)
maintain the long term economic viability of fisheries. Restricted access programs may be instituted in order to carry
out one or more of these purposes in a given fishery.

Sec. 2.2.1 Limited Entry / Capacity Goals
Establishing limited entry qualifying criteria is a first step in reducing fleet size from the 184 market squid
vessels and 41 light boats currently permitted to achieve the selected capacity goal, provided the current
number of vessels is in excess of the selected goal.

Sec. 2.2.2 Initial Issuance of Market Squid Fleet Permits
California has had a practice of giving preference to vessels of fishermen with past participation when issuing
restricted access permits. Among fishermen or vessels with past participation in the squid fishery, preference for
permits may be based on factors such as years of participation in the fishery or level of participation (landings).

The Commission approved a capacity goal of 55 seine permits, including three “experimental” permits in
northern CA., along with a capacity goal of 34 light boat permits and 18 brail permits (a new category included
as a subset of the light boat category to provide one lighting vessel per seiner, and enable a number of smaller
vessels to scoop limited quantities of squid for specialty markets).
But prior to the FMP there were 184 squid vessel and 41 light boat permits in the fishery. Thus adoption of the
FMP eliminated more than half of the then existing seine fleet, as vessels were required to qualify based on a
prescribed number landings in the window period or history in the fishery. The total number of vessels that
qualified to remain in the fishery exceeded the capacity goal, but the intent was to attain the capacity goal by
attrition and permit stacking.
In 2016 the squid fleet numbered 45 transferable brail permits (up from the 14 issued in 2005 due to a one-time
light boat to brail transfer authorized in regulation that inadvertently did not cap transfers at the capacity goal),
30 transferable light boat permits (down from the initial 41 due to the transfers) and 68 transferable seine
vessel permits (down from the 77 issued in 2005). Although the seine fleet is working toward its capacity goal,
the fishery as a whole has not reached it yet. Transferable seine and brail permits now cost $2,764.50 per year,
among the most expensive commercial fishing permits in California, and fishermen must pay this fee annually to
remain in the fishery, regardless of whether or not they go fishing. But the ‘good’ news is 113 permits are
eligible for transfer, should someone wish to enter the squid fishery under the existing regulatory framework.
I recall the Commission’s initial intent when approving the “experimental” permit class in 2004 was to “develop
a fishery in an area previously unfished”, but regulations established a time limit for those permits. Why were
the three “experimental” squid permits issued at the beginning of the market squid FMP not used? The
experimental permits acquired in 2005 were not renewed for a reason:
For example, an article in the Eureka Times Standard, “Another ‘Freakish’ Squid Fishing Boom Unlikely” (dated
10/22/15), posted a telling sidebar:
Yearly squid landings in the Eureka area since 2000:
2014: 4.8 million pounds*
2008: 87 pounds
2006: 300 pounds
2004: 95 pounds
2001: 255 pounds
2000: 1,645 pounds
Source: California Department of Fish and Wildlife

Mr. Eric Sklar, President
Fish & Game Commission
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*Please understand that the 4.8 million pounds landed in 2014 were landed by squid limited-entry fishery
participants who had invested millions of dollars in vessels and infrastructure, including mobile pumps, to
maximize the harvest and value of the squid resource during a decadal squid “boom”. This value was lauded by
local businesses in ports like Eureka and Fort Bragg that benefited from the upsurge in economic activity. The
current squid limited-entry fleet is mobile and capable of harvesting squid wherever they appear, in northern as
well as southern California. However, the current lack of ice and cold storage facilities in northern CA have
hampered local processing, and trucking will be required unless or until adequate infrastructure is built.
Everyone can support the goal of achieving sustainable harbor communities. But sustainability is an issue for
all of California’s harbors, not just those in northern CA.
Many harbors are suffering. California’s wetfish fleet has little else to harvest besides squid now. The sardine
fishery is closed; mackerel, although present, are not often concentrated into fishable schools in waters where
the fleet operates; anchovy markets are limited and there are severe restrictions on tuna fishing.
Market squid is now the only economic driver in a historic industry that, until recent years, has contributed as
much as 80 percent of California’s statewide fishery landings, representing 40 percent of total dockside value.
We all feel the pain voiced by the proponents of this petition. We’ve participated in and paid close attention to
the sustainable harbor community workshops that the Commission has sponsored, and we’ve encouraged the
proponents to pursue the model advanced by the City of Monterey, which could include creating a co-op or
foundation and purchasing some squid permits, along with permits for other fisheries.
Excerpting from CWPA’s earlier discussion document submitted to the Commission:
Potential Long-Term Solutions to achieve Sustainable Harbor Community Goals
• Follow the precedent set by Monterey and Morro Bay – i.e. develop a Fishing Community Sustainability Plan,
identify infrastructure needs and how to secure funding and political support for improvements and focus on
securing landings from a diversity of fisheries, which translates to a diversity of gear types operating on a
diversity of habitats and relying on a diversity of markets.

We’ve noted that these themes are repeated in the summary from the most recent sustainable
community workshop in Smith River.
It is important to point out that Northern CA ports historically have relied on groundfish, Dungeness
crab, salmon and Pacific Ocean “pink” shrimp. Fort Bragg also has had a viable sea urchin fishery until
recent anomalous ocean conditions precipitated an explosion of purple urchins and loss of kelp.
The abundance of squid in northern CA is transient, and certainly squid by itself cannot “save” fishing
communities in northern CA.
After lengthy, serious discussion, a consensus of the wetfish industry continues to express grave concern over
the petition now asking for “open access” permits in the squid fishery:
• Squid fishermen and processors fear the harm caused by reversing restricted access policy to upset
the economic sustainability of the existing limited-entry squid fishery and California’s wetfish
industry.
• They also point to the precedent set by issuing new permits to individuals who had not qualified for
permits nor invested substantially to participate in the fishery.
Employing similar logic, why not give squid fishermen Dungeness crab, salmon, spiny lobster or spot
prawn permits during times of hardship? (A spot prawn permit recently sold for $1.1 million.)
California’s wetfish fleet also needs help!
Market squid supports many fishing communities in California. Issuing new “open access” fishery
permits in an existing limited-entry fishery would set the precedent for similar consideration in other
fisheries and other areas, would jeopardize the value of existing limited-entry permits, would increase
capacity in an already fully utilized fishery and would not be equitable to fishermen who worked hard
and risked millions of dollars themselves to secure a place in the fishery initially.
•

An important purpose of the restricted access program was to provide economic stability. Adding more permits
would destabilize the existing limited entry squid fleet and wetfish industry.

Mr. Eric Sklar, President
Fish & Game Commission
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I have engaged in many informal discussions with DFW fishery managers and Commission staff about this issue.
On behalf of CWPA and the wetfish industry at large, I agree with recommendations of Marine Region Manager Craig
Shuman, who suggested that before acting on any fishery-specific request for regulation change involving a
restricted-access fishery, the Commission should consider its overarching restricted access policy and how that is
applied across all fisheries. As noted above, given the dynamic, transient behavior of market squid, the squid fishery
by itself is not going to save northern CA fishing communities. However, the squid fishery is now the lifeline for
California’s historic wetfish industry.
CWPA supports the current management framework of the squid FMP, including the goals of the restricted access
policy – in particular: 4) broaden opportunities for the commercial fishing industry to share management responsibility with
the Department.

CWPA is pleased to serve as a partner of the Department of Fish and Wildlife in research and management.
CWPA has assisted the Department in tracking squid fishery landings since 2013, after the fishery closed early
during the “boom” in 2012, with about 11,000 tons remaining in the max cap, which caused a $20 million impact
to the industry. We successfully coordinated voluntary participation with all major markets who emailed fish
tickets daily to the Department, and fishermen voluntarily restricted fishing days after landings approached
about 100,000 tons, stopping for a week to enable the Department to confirm the landings count, then
proceeding one trip per day, two days per week, until landings approached the max cap. Fishermen stopped
fishing voluntarily, before landings reached 118,000 tons. We are continuing this cooperative management
agreement even though fishery landings have been sharply reduced during the 2015 El Niño and its aftermath.
We have also conducted a squid research program for many years, in cooperation with the Department and the
Southwest Fisheries Science Center. I’m happy to announce that a paper reporting our supervising squid
scientist’s research findings 2011-2016 was recently published in the journal Marine Ecology. I have attached
highlights from that paper following our comment letter.
I have also included an infographic illustrating the importance of wetfish / squid to numerous harbor
communities, as well as to California’s fishing economy.
We look forward to further cooperation in both fishery research and management, and will be happy to
discuss market squid management policy at the appropriate time in the future.
In the meantime, thank you very much for considering our comments.
Best regards,

Diane Pleschner-Steele
Executive Director

Mr. Eric Sklar, President
Fish & Game Commission
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM VAN NOORD, ET AL
Published 20 Jun 2017
Van Noord JE, Dorval E. Oceanographic influences on the distribution and relative abundance of market squid
paralarvae (Doryteuthis opalescens) off the Southern and Central California coast.
Mar Ecol. 2017;38:e12433. https://doi.org/10.1111/maec.12433
Summary
This study represents the most comprehensive, on-going effort to directly assess the relative abundance of
market squid paralarvae in nearshore waters and the conditions that influence the variability in the stock,
density and distribution. Warm temperatures pose ecological and physiological limitations on squid through
feeding constraints and metabolic stress that alter the timing and location of spawning. We found that the
densities and distribution of market squid paralarvae show a strong relationship to local sea surface
temperatures and ocean productivity, where colder temperatures and moderate zooplankton displacement
volumes promote greater paralarval densities, while warmer temperatures cause the population to spawn earlier,
shift north, and contract. These findings indicate that squid abundance, distribution, and timing of spawning are
largely driven by environmental forcing, while the effect from the fishing pressure is likely much less.
ENSO cycles control the abundance, distribution and maturity rate of market squid
•

The abundance, distribution, and maturity rate (which controls the timing of spawning and recruitment to
fishing grounds) of market squid are strongly influenced by warm and cool cycles of the El Niño Southern
Oscillation (ENSO).

•

During La Niña events the ocean temperature is cooler and the ecosystem is more productive than normal.
During El Niño events the opposite is true, the ocean temperature is warmer and the ecosystem is unproductive
compared to the long-term average.

•

Warm oceanic conditions pose ecological and physiological challenges to market squid at multiple life-history
stages.
o Warm waters yield fewer zooplankton, resulting in reduced prey for squid
o Warmer waters result in greater egg failure and less paralarvae hatching
o Paralarvae are born with reduced egg-yolk (an initial and critical food source)
o Metabolic rate is increased with greater ocean temperatures, requiring more food for sustaining growth
o Maturation rate increases, which alters timing of spawning and can effect synchronicity with seasonal
upwelling events.

Mr. Eric Sklar, President
Fish & Game Commission
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The above time series shows the effect of an ENSO cycle (top panel showing the Oceanic Niño Index) on squid
abundance, distribution, and timing of spawning (bottom panel):
o Ocean conditions are cool and productive (La Niña) from late 2010 – 2013, commercial landings
(shaded areas) and paralarval abundance (bars) are high, particularly in southern California (orange
colors).
o Ocean temperatures gradually rise in late 2013 (neutral conditions) and cause a temporal shift in
spawning, squid mature early and recruit to the Southern California spawning beds during late spring
and summer, instead of autumn and winter.
o Continued warming causes a distributional shift, squid can be found recruiting further north (blue lines
and bars) to Monterey Bay spawning beds.
o As a near-record El Niño peaks in 2016, both commercial landings and paralarval abundance decrease
to very low levels in the traditional spawning locations.

Mr. Eric Sklar, President
Fish & Game Commission
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Oceanographic variables explain variability in paralarval density

•
•

•
•

•

Sea surface temperature (SST) and zooplankton displacement volume (ZPDV – a measure of zooplankton
abundance and availability as prey) are strongly correlated with paralarval density.
The above figure shows the effect of SST and ZPDV on paralarval density. The solid lines indicate the
estimated paralarval density at a measured SST or ZPDV measurement. A value of 0 on the vertical axis
indicates no effect on paralarval density. A positive value indicates greater paralarvae, and a negative value
indicates fewer. The dotted line is the 95% confidence interval.
The left panel shows greater paralarval densities associated with colder temperatures, and an adverse effect of
warm temperatures (>17 C°) on paralarval density.
The right panel indicates zooplankton abundance and paralarval densities are positively correlated, when
zooplankton abundance is low, paralarvae abundance is also low. As zooplankton abundance increases,
paralarval densities increase as well. This trend continues until the ocean environment is saturated with enough
zooplankton and there is no effect after ~200 ml displacement.
Sea surface temperature, zooplankton abundance, chlorophyll concentration, and geographic and temporal
variables combined to explain 41% of the variability associated with paralarval densities (Van Noord & Dorval
2017).

Mr. Eric Sklar, President
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ken Bates
Tuesday, August 15, 2017 8:58 PM
FGC
Agenda Item 26 A 1

Re: Agenda Item 26AI., Fort Bragg Small Scale Squid EFP Request
Humboldt Fishermen's Marketing Association has supported various proposals for small scale squid fishing, north of
Point Arena. The Fort Bragg proposal, agenda item 26A1 is scheduled to go before the commission on August 16, 2017.
We would respectfully request that the commission vote to table this item and instruct staff and the department to
meet with supporters this fall to discuss the merits and obstacles of this proposal. Tabling this proposal (referred to
committee) would relieve the commission of the responsibility of granting or denying this proposal without having an
indepth understanding of what your constituents are actually requesting. If the staff and department, after working with
the North Coast supporters, find this proposal unworkable, the authors would then be in a legitimate position to
withdraw this proposal from the Commission agenda. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ken Bates, Vice‐President
Humboldt Fishermen's Marketing Association
Sent from my iPad
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